AI
Health Check

Mitigate drift, bias and model risk
↳ with trust and transparency
AI and Machine Learning are essential enablers for virtually
every company, across every industry. But AI adoption
doesn’t come without some risk.
An AI Health Check reviews and evaluates seven major types
of risks in your current AI models. This assessment allows
you to put steps in place to avoid potential damage to your
brand and address regulatory risk.
This workshop generates a risk proﬁle for your AI use case
and an assessment of your processes and approach to
Trustworthy AI. This allows you to evaluate your AI maturity
and trust gaps:

Trust in model: address concerns
around model bias, explainability,
privacy and robustness.

Trust in process: ensure consistency,
compliance and transparency for AI at
scale.

Format
This is a no-fee engagement. The workshop is an interactive
on-site or virtual session facilitated by the IBM Data Science
and AI Elite team and IBM Research. A typical workshop
session takes about 4 hours.
What to expect?
IBM employs a range of approaches to ensure that AI
systems are fair, robust, explainable, privacy-preserving,
accountable and align with the values of society. You’ll learn
more about these topics with our AI experts, self-assess your
AI maturity, and receive a qualitative assessment based on
this workshop.
Participants
Key participants typically include the owners of the potential
model risk — Risk Managers, Data Science Leads, Business
Owners/Sponsors, Compliance Ofﬁcers, and other business
leaders.
What’s produced?
The AI Health Check includes a report detailing a risk proﬁle
of your AI use case and overall approach to Trustworthy AI,
and recommendations for next steps. This report is
considered client conﬁdential. Possible follow-on activities
include proof-of-concept engagements around IBM products
and a Model Risk Assessment from IBM Research, which can
quantiﬁably assess the risks of a particular model in a similar
way that a home inspector can assess the risks of purchasing
a new house.
Cost
This no-fee workshop is a part of IBM’s partnership with your
company. The lessons learned will help you enhance your AI
initiatives and achieve your business goals.

To register, contact your IBM Sales Representative or
request a consultation at ibm.biz/DSE-Consultation.
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